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Abstract 
Drazin, M.P. and M.L. Roberts, Diagonalizability of traces, Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 80 (1992) 117-121. 
For any finite-dimensional algebra A over a field Fit is shown that the bilinear forms associated 
with the characters of the left and right regular representations of A (indeed, of all representa- 
tions of A) can be simultaneously diagonalized. 
1. Introduction 
For any finite-dimensional vector space V over a field F, we have the familiar 
map trace : End,(V)-+ F. Now let A be a finite-dimensional F-algebra; then if V 
is a finitely generated left A-module, each a E A defines a map h, : V-a V by 
A,(u) = au and we define a (linear) map tr, : A- F by tr,(a) = trace( h,). 
Similarly define p, : W- W for a right A-module W. In particular, we can 
consider A itself as a left A-module (denoted A’) or as a right A-module 
(denoted A’) and thus obtain 
ltr(a) = trC,cj(u) = trace( A, : A ---$ A) , 
rtr(a) = tr(,,,(u) = trace( p, : A + A) , 
the characters of the left and right regular representations of A. 
We can associate with the maps Itr, rtr : A + F the symmetric bilinear forms Q, 
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and Q, given by Q,(x, y) = ltr(xy), Q,(x, y) = rtr(xy). These forms were consid- 
ered in [2]; in this paper, answering a question raised there, we show that they 
can be simultaneously diagonalized. 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout, A will be a finite-dimensional algebra with 1 over a field F and all 
modules will be finitely generated over A, but need not be unital. 
Let A” denote Hom(A, F), the set of F-linear maps from A to F. 
Now consider any F-linear map T : A + F. T induces a bilinear form Q = 
Q, : A x A+ F by Q(a, b) = T(ab) and a map p = pr : A+ A” by p(a)(b) = 
T(ab). Clearly each of T, Q and p is determined by either of the others. A* can 
be made into an A-A bimodule by defining 
(c!)(b) = f(bc) 3 (fc)(b) = f(cb) (b,c E A, f~ A”) 
Obviously Q(ac, b) = Q(a, cb); also 
&ac)(b) = T(acb) = I*(a)(cb) = ( p(a)c)(b) , 
so p(ac) = p(a)c, i.e. p is a right A-module homomorphism. If Q is non- 
degenerate, T is said to be non-degenerate; then p is an isomorphism, so A z A” 
(as right A-modules). Any algebra A with this latter property is called a Frobenius 
algebra. 
The maps tr, described above satisfy tr,(ab) = tr,(ba) for all a,b E A. Any 
linear map T : A+ F satisfying T(ab) = T(b a is called a trace form. The corre- ) 
sponding Q is then symmetric (i.e. Q(a, b) = Q(b, a)) and p becomes a left as 
well as right A-module homomorphism: 
p(ca)(b) = T(cab) = T(abc) = p(a)(bc) = (cp(a))(b) , 
so p(ca) = c~(a). Thus in this case p : A+ A” is an A-A bimodule homo- 
morphism. If we now insist that Q be non-degenerate, so that T is a non- 
degenerate trace form, then p becomes an isomorphism. In this case A z A” (as 
A-A bimodules); A is then called a symmetric algebra. Note that if there is an 
A-module V such that the bilinear form Q associated with tr, is non-degenerate, 
then A is semisimple (for any element x in the radical of A is nilpotent and so 
satisfies tr,(xa) = 0 for all a E A). 
3. Results 
Returning to the maps rtr and ltr, a natural question is: for which algebras are 
the two maps equal? Although there is no obvious characterization of such 
algebras A, it is easy to show that this holds when A is a Frobenius algebra (see 
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Proposition l), and this turns out to be helpful in showing that Q, and Qy are 
simultaneously diagonalizable. 
First note that for a division algebra D the symmetric bilinear form Q, must 
be either non-degenerate or identically 0. For suppose there is a non-zero a E D 
such that Q,(a, z) = 0 for all z E D: then, for all x,y E D, 
Q,(x, y) = tr(,,,(xy) = tr(,,,(a . C’xy) = Q,(a, am’xy) = 0, 
so (2, is identically 0. Similarly for Q,. 
Note that the case where Q, and Q, are both identically zero can occur: for 
example, if F = Z,,(t) and A = F(t”“), then all traces tr, are zero. In fact even in 
such cases there is a non-degenerate trace form on A: in [l] it is proved that every 
semisimple algebra has a non-degenerate trace form (of course this may not arise 
from any tr,); however, we shall not need this result. 
For V any left A-module, let V* = Hom(V, F). Then V* is a right A-module 
and any linear map A : V+ V induces a linear map A” : V”* V* by A*(f)(u) = 
f( h(u)); it is easy to see that trace( A”) = trace(A). 
Proposition 1. If A is a Frobenius algebra, then ltr = rtr. 
Proof. Let p : A+ A* be the isomorphism. Then, for all a,b,c E A, 
/-dP<(a))(b) = dac)(b) = (/-dak)(b) 
= /-4a)(cb) =/-4a)(A, (b)) = (A: /-da))(b) 
Hence p.p,. = A:p and so p, and AT are conjugate; thus 
rtr(c) = trace( p<) = trace( AT) = trace( A,) = ltr(c) . 0 
Proposition 2. Let A be simple, and let L be the unique left and R the unique right 
simple A-module. Then, for all a E A, tr,(a) = tr,(a). 
Proof. We may take A = M,(D) (D a division algebra), L = “D, R = D”. There 
are two cases: (i) both of ltr and rtr are identically 0 on D, (ii) at least one of ltr, 
rtr is non-zero, hence, by the remarks above Proposition 1, non-degenerate. In 
either case, we get that tr(,,,(d) = tr(,,, (d) for all d E D (in case (i) this is 
trivially true, and in case (ii) Proposition 1 applies). Now let {e,} denote the 
matrix units of M,(F); then 
tr,(e,$) = $trc,~,(d) = a,jtrcu,,(d) = tr,(e,,d) , 
and hence, by linearity, tr, = tr,. 0 
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Proposition 3. tr_ is additive on short exact sequences, i.e. if O-+ U* V+ W+ 0 
is exact, then tr, = tr, + tr,. Hence, if V has a composition series with factors U;, 
then tr, = C tr,,. 0 
Now let A be any finite-dimensional F-algebra, with Jacobson radical N. Write 
AIN z @ Ai (Ai simple) and let rr, denote the projection A+ A,. Let the unique 
simple left A,-module be Lj and the right simple be R,. Then by Proposition 2, for 
any aE A, 
tr,((a) = trL,(n,(a)) = %+5(a)) = %,(a) . 
Let t, denote the map tr,, (= tr, ). The s imple left A-modules are precisely Li 
(i=l,..., r); for any left A-module V, let LY, = a;(V) denote the number of 
times Lj occurs as a factor in a composition series for V. Define /3, similarly for 
right modules. 
Theorem 4. For any left A-module V, tr, = c o,(V) t, and for any right A-module 
W, tr, = C p,(W)t,. 0 
Theorem 5. There exists a basis for A with respect to which all the bilinear forms 
Q, (for V a left or right A-module) are diagonal. In particular, the bilinear forms 
Q, and Q, associated with the left and right trace maps are simultaneously 
diagonalizable. 
Proof. Each Q; = QL, = QR, is diagonalizable; let the basis &, for A, yield a 
diagonal matrix M,. (Diagonalizability is obvious except in characteristic 2. In this 
case, any symmetric bilinear form is either diagonalizable or alternating (see e.g. 
[3, pp. 103-1041) so suppose Q, is alternating, i.e. tr(c’) = 0 for all c E A,. A 
short calculation shows that, in characteristic 2, (tr(c))* = tr(c’); hence Q, = 0 and 
there is nothing to prove.) Let 3, be any preimage of &, under rr;, and complete 
U 93, with a basis of N to a basis B for A. Then the matrix of Q, with respect to 
6% is the diagonal sum a,M, CB. . . Cl3 o,M, @O, which is diagonal. 0 
It is clear from Theorem 4 that if A’ and (A’)* have the same composition 
factors, then rtr = ltr. This shows that the converse of Proposition 1 is not true; it 
is easy to construct an algebra A such that A’ and (A’)* have isomorphic 
composition series, but are not isomorphic, so A is not Frobenius (indeed, one 
can ensure that they do not have the same indecomposable factors, so A is not 
even quasi-Frobenius). 
It is not hard to extend these results to a slightly more general context. Take A 
to be a ring, finitely generated over a central subring R, where R is noetherian 
and regular (i.e. all finitely generated R-modules have finite projective 
dimension); then using the Hattori-Stallings trace (see [4] and [5]) and a suitable 
localization one gets a result analogous to Theorem 4 above. 
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